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SUMMARY 
In order  for aviation  to benefit  from  a spectrum AM(R)S allocation by the 
middle of the next decade ( 2015+), which is the time horizon considered for 
the Future Radio System (FRS), it is imperative  to deal with the AM(R)S 
spectrum issue at the next WRC’07 considering the specifics  of the aviation 
context. In particular should be taken into account  the requirements for more 
data-intensive communication applications such as the 4D flight plan 
negotiations  as justification for  additional AM(R)S spectrum. This issue 
should be  dealt with independently from that of  the predicted congestion of 
the VHF band (108-137 MHz)  As for this  latter reasonable expectations point 
to an earlier treatment  through  progress towards full implementation of the 
8.33 KHz scheme thanks to the European Commission (EC). The EC  is 
expected to issue  an obligatory equipage  mandate  as part of the 
implementation rules for the Single European Sky (SES) decision.  

ACTION 
The ACP WG/F meeting is kindly invited to take note with this paper that 
stressed on the need to deal with the AM(R)S spectrum issue at the next 
WRC’07. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 At the 2007 World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC‘07), the aviation community 
will seek the opportunity to obtain additional aeronautical mobile (route) service (AM(R)S) frequency 
allocations beyond existing ones, in conformance with the, WRC‘07 Agenda Item 1.6, which reads: 
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“to consider additional allocations for the aeronautical mobile (R) service in parts of the bands between 
108 MHz and 6 GHz, in accordance with Resolution 414 (WRC’03) and, to study current satellite 
frequency allocations, that will support the modernization of civil aviation telecommunication systems, 
taking into account Resolution 415 (WRC’03);” 

1.2 At recent CEPT/CPG meetings, notably PT3 (Helsinki, April 2005) and CPG 
(Stralsund/Germany, 2005), some concerns have been heard from radio-regulators on the appropriateness 
of WRC’07 to deal with aviation spectrum issues identified by WRC’03 Res 414,  for lack of sufficient 
justification to-date,  of the predicted congestion of the aeronautical AM(R)S band 117.975-137 MHz. 
This band is used for air-ground communications both for voice (radiotelephony, designated as R/T 
hereafter) and data transmissions, the latter conforming to the ICAO-standard VDL M2.  Furthermore 
other concerns have been voiced on the suitability of addressing all aviation spectrum issues identified in 
the various Res 414 considerings under the Agenda Item 1.6, pointing to a desire, to seek the 
postponement to the next WRC, then after, foreseen in 2010 of  their  resolution for some of these issues , 
on account of lack of maturity in their ITU-R preparation process.  

1.3 This present paper aims at addressing these concerns by highlighting some of the 
specifics  of the aviation context -compared to the commercial communication world. This context makes 
it imperative, in our mind, to deal with some of the Res 414 spectrum issues, by WRC’07, if one wants to 
avoid serious blockage to the continuous growth of aviation which has a significant lever effect on the 
world economy at large. In particular, decision will have to be made by WRC’07 on the issues identified 
in Res 414 considerings, which can be summed up as:  

a) need for new technologies to support communications and navigation both airborne 
and on-ground 

e) new applications envisaged for future ATM concepts will be data-intensive 

f) and g) need for more information to the pilots and cockpit systems in order to enhance 
safety during the  airports approach flight  and surface taxiing phases 

As regard the issue in considering c), i.e. the forthcoming saturation of the AM(R)S VHF band 117.975-
137MHz, even though studies are still underway to assess its actual usage both in the near (< 5 years) and 
medium term (~2010-2015), the majority view, among aviation circles is  that: 

i) Saturation in some parts of the world, notably Western Europe, is inevitable in the 
medium / long term, in particular for voice services, even under the assumption of  an 
aggressive deployment,  of  the 8.33 KHz spacing scheme both in time and airspace,  

ii)  the obligation in those parts of the world of air navigation service providers to ensure 
the continuity of the current VHF radiotelephony service provision, added to the 
realisation that the VHF band is already heavily used, makes it very difficult to reuse part 
of the band to migrate to  new digital  communication means within the same band; and 
which furthermore will require  enhanced  capabilities in line with the more demanding 
applications mentioned   under above  e),  f) and g) considerings 

1.4 Accordingly even if the consensus on the VHF band future saturation is unlikely to be 
established by the WRC’07 time, the need to deal with the AM(R) spectrum availability issue for a 
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complement or replacement system(s) to the current R/T + VDL M2 system cannot be postponed to a 
later WRC, given the well-known extreme long time delays in any new aviation system development and 
deployment, but rather needs to be addressed on its own merit.  The key objective of this paper is to 
establish a  clear distinction between the short/medium issue of insufficient availability of  frequencies 
assignable to R/T , expected to be eased through the gradual expansion of the  8.33 KHz channel spacing 
scheme in Europe and the longer term AM(R)S spectrum requirements.  

2. MEDIUM TERM ISSUE: THE 8.33 SPACING CHANNEL IMPLEME NTATION ISSUES 

2.1 Some Area Control Centres (ACC) of the European core-area upper airspace are 
currently experiencing VHF band saturations in as much as it is increasingly difficult to find available 
frequencies for assignment to new ATC sectors required to cope with increased air-traffic.  This is for 
example the case for the Reims ACC in France.  Frequencies are needed to reorganise ATC sector 
organisation in order to improve the ACC ATMC capacity by splitting part of its  upper airspace into new 
ATC sectors. In absence of new sectors, ATM regulation will be imposed on existing sectors to limit air-
traffic flow and allow ATC officers’ workload to stay within safe limits in terms of air-traffic throughput 
and instantaneous aircraft count.  Consequently this ACC may generate ATC delays.  It is worth 
highlighting that recently at the latest (Spring 2005) European frequency block-planning meeting chaired 
by EURONCONTROL, the French  DGAC requested new frequencies but its request  could not be 
satisfied.  

2.2 In December 2002,  the European Air Navigation Planning Group #44 (EANPG 44) 
concluded that, in order to meet VHF communications capacity requirements, States in the European 
Region are invited to : 

a) Expand the area of 8.33 kHz operation and in doing so, take all practical measures available to 
minimize the impact on General Aviation and all State Aircraft; 
b) Undertake the expansion in the following phases, with the understanding that individual States have 
the right to grant exemptions for aircraft and/or airspace volumes (in the same manner as the initial 
implementation of 8.33 kHz, on the basis of the requirement and/or the ability to participate); 
 
Phase 1: above FL-195 in the ICAO EUR Region from 2006; 
Phase 2: as required in particular control terminal areas (TMA) and control zones (CTR) where 
individual states have determined this to be a practical measure for alleviating VHF congestion; and 
Phase 3: in designated controlled airspace in the ICAO EUR region from 2009 onwards. 

2.3 Phase 1 is underway as Eurocontrol has decided at the ATM Consulting Group #24 
(ACG 24), the highest technical advisory group within Eurocontrol to support the implementation of the 
vertical expansion of 8.33 kHz above FL-195 in March 2007.  

2.4 Phases 2 and 3 are not yet decided for lack of consensus among ECAC/Eurocontrol 
members states at recent EANPG and ACG meetings.  Nonetheless several states strongly urge a decision 
for the 8.33 expansion below FL 195 in particular France made it publicly known that it will be unable to 
satisfy its ECIP (Eurocontrol Convergence Implementation Plan) commitment without it. 
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2.5 Recently, the European Commission (EC) as the European air transport regulator, has 
clearly expressed its will to take over the institutional lead of this 8.33 issue.  The EC  is expected to 
shortly -by end 2006- publish an implementing rule (IR) in the application framework of the Single 
European Sky (SES) decision  on air traffic management within Europe, whereby  it will  mandate the 
carriage of 8.33 kHz capable radio in designated airspace, -  yet  to be defined at the time this writing. 
Furthermore announcements by some States, who have not initiated 8.33 deployment within their 
airspace- in particular UK-, that the technical hurdles hitherto preventing such deployment are about to be 
lifted , are likely to bolster the EC’s case and resolve in  promptly issuing such an IR and equipage 
mandate. 

2.6 Finally, according to recent simulations results  obtained  by Eurocontrol of VHF R/T 
frequencies availability versus time and  demand, the latter justified by air-traffic  annual  growth in the 
5% vicinity, the system in place, characterized by a mix of 25 and 8.33 KHz frequencies  is predicted to 
cope with the ATC needs  up to the 2015 timeframe. Such prediction results should however be qualified 
by observing: 

i) they describe an European wide , but not necessarily local situations, such as the 
French Reims ACC, where as seen above frequency  congestion is already observed and 
might worsen if the 8.33 Khz conversion programme is not pursued aggressively in order  
to free additional frequencies 

ii ) the forthcoming deployment of VDL M2 datalink, under the Link 2000+ programme 
is expected to ease pressure on new  R/T frequencies , simply as datalink decreases 
communications and consequently ATCO’s workload  

3. LONGER TERM ISSUE: THE FUTURE RADIO SYSTEM ISSUES 

3.1 The Future ATM/ATC concept and operational requirements, according to ICAO ATMC 
panels and Eurocontrol  ODIAC  (Operational Development of Integrated surveillance and Air/Ground 
Data Communications ) will include, inter alia: 

- The dynamic negotiation of 4D flight plans between the controller and the cockpit 
(initial considerations have been detailed by the (ODIAC group) now part of the 
CASCADE program for example the COTRAC or DYNAV datalink services) 

- The strategic management of the aircraft traffic flow  made more effective through the 
availability of  additional downlinked airborne parameters such as pilot’s intent. 

3.2 These communication services to be implemented will need to be extremely robust and 
meet high-performance specifications , in terms of data integrity, transmission medium access and delays 
and overall dependability, to assure the safety and the regularity of flight, even in the more crowded 
airspace expected to be encountered in the 2015 + time frame, most assuredly much higher than the 
current analog R/T system, whose concept and systems design  dates back to the WW II era; However 
higher performance is likely to come at the cost of significantly increased bandwidth requirements 
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3.3 Furthermore, the life cycle for developing, standardizing and implementing a new 
aeronautical technology from its validation to its full implementation can take upwards of 20 years. So 
accordingly and taking into consideration that no new development is likely to be initiated -  by the 
avionics industry and ATC operators  - unless all regulatory hurdles have been solved first, it is 
imperative that the needed additional AM(R)S spectrum availability issue be tackled at the earliest, which 
is precisely the venue of WRC’07.  

3.4 As an illustration, here below is the proposed example of the Link 2000+ applications 
implementation schedule. As it extends over a time lap in excess of 20 years, it emphasizes the difference 
with similar developments and deployments of  the commercial telecommunications world, the latter 
typically experiencing  life cycle of 5 to 10 years, including the standardization phase  
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4. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

4.1 The ACP WG/F meeting is kindly invited to take note with this paper that stresses the 
need to deal with the AM(R)S spectrum issues at and by  the next WRC’07: 

a) The current problem of VHF R/T frequency congestion  can be greatly  improved   
within Europe by a proactive and  firm  action on the part  of all aviation stake –holders and in particular 
by an EC  Implementing Rule (IR) mandating equipage of  8.33 Khz capable radios, within designated 
airspaces expected to be expanded over time. 

 b) To face the challenge of  future ATM concepts and associated communication  
requirements , the development of an  aeronautical Future Radio System (FRS) needs to be initiated and 
as prerequisite suitable AM(R)S spectrum should  be secured  at the earliest time opportunity, which is 
the forthcoming WRC. 
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